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Engine Pratt Whitney
FROM THE PREFACE: This book celebrates the
wonderful projects on which we worked at
Pratt & Whitney during the almost magical
quarter century bounded by World War II and
the competition to develop the Space Shuttle
engine. Some of the work has never been
described until this book because of
stringent security classifications that are
now lifted. This book is about the almost
unbelievable engines and the dedicated group
of people who made the engines real. Most of
these unique projects were not the daily
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'bread and butter' for Pratt & Whitney and
thus were free from much of the survival
pressure that typically surrounds that work.
Instead, they were driven by the challenge of
attempting things that had never been done.
Two lasting discoveries that came from the
work of the group were the RL10 hydrogen
rocket engine, which has been used to launch
most large satellites over the past halfcentury, and the development of the
technology for the high-pressure staged
combustion rocket engine used in the Space
Shuttle.CONTENTS INCLUDE: Ramjets - The Early
Days at the Research Laboratory; T57 - The
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Largest Turboprop; Liquid Hydrogen and the
304 Engine - Suntan; RL10 - My Only
Moneymaker; High-Pressure Rockets - A Decade
and One-Half Billion Dollars; Boost Glide and
the XLR129-Mach 20 at 200,000 Feet; XLD-1 Gas
Dynamic Laser; The Space Shuttle Engine; A
Cry for Help.
The Engines of Pratt & WhitneyA Technical
HistoryAmer Inst of Aeronautics &
Pratt & Whitney's Major Miracle
The Pratt & Whitney PT 6A-20 (T 74) Engine
"the Piston-engine Era" 1925-1945
Allied Aircraft Piston Engines of World War
II
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Service School Notes
The Pratt and Whitney PT6A-20 (T74) Engine
Service School Notes
Examines the 1984 "war" that pitted Pratt and
Whitney against GE in head-to-head
competition for multi billion dollar defense
contracts to provide high performance engines
for front line fighter aircraft. The
circumstances surrounding the lengthy battle
led to the Air Force decision to split future
engine sales between the two. Attempts to cut
through emotional opinions of the
"combatants," to report reality, and to
identify lessons learned. Helps the reader to
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understand the government-to-contractor
personality issues; to understand management
styles, business expectations and
communication skills of key participants.
The Engines of Pratt Whitney: A Technical
History describes the evolution from piston
engines to gas turbines by the engineers who
created those engines. Included are hundreds
of archival photographs, as well as over a
dozen tables listing specifications and
applications.
The Pratt & Whitney PT6A-20 (T 74) Engine
Engine Parts List for Pratt & Whitney Engines
Wasp Jr. A, B, B2, B3
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Announcing the Production of Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft's R-2800-C Double Wasp Engine
Pratt and Whitney
Wasp Series C
The Pratt & Whitney PT6 (T74) Engine Service
School Notes

Various quantities of birds were propelled into the
engine inlet at velocities on the order of 125 knots by
a compressed air gun. An abrupt fluctuation in
engine performance was sustained in all tests
conducted with subsequent engine recovery and
stabilization being attained in periods ranging from
approximately 1 to 3 seconds. Residual
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contamination of the engine resulted in some
decrease in overall engine efficiency; however,
preingestion power levels could be regained through
a minor increase in fuel flow. Large quantities of bird
remains were discharged from the fan ducts during
each ingestion run regardless of the bird-impact
point(s) relative to the engine horizontal axis. This
action was attributed to the centrifuging action of the
fan section which indicated that a forward-fan
configuration would tend to minimize adverse
engine/compressor contamination effects induced
during a bird-ingestion incident. Substantial damage
was incurred by the first-stage fan rotor blades in the
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course of the program. Although this damage did not
impair or prevent continued engine operation, the
occurrence of such damage in service would require
repair prior to continued flight operation.
The application of advanced control concepts to air
breathing engines may yield significant
improvements in aircraft/engine performance and
operability. Screening studies of advanced control
concepts for air breathing engines were conducted
by three major domestic aircraft engine
manufacturers to determine the potential impact of
concepts on turbine engine performance and
operability. The purpose of the studies was to
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identify concepts which offered high potential yet
may incur high research and development risk. A
target suite of proposed advanced control concepts
was formulated and evaluated in a two phase study
to quantify each concept's impact on desired engine
characteristics. To aid in the evaluation specific
aircraft/engine combinations were considered: a
Military High Performance Fighter mission, a High
Speed Civil Transport mission, and a Civil Tiltrotor
mission. Each of the advanced control concepts
considered in the study are defined and described.
The concept potential impact on engine performance
was determined. Relevant figures of merit on which
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to evaluate the concepts are determined. Finally, the
concepts are ranked with respect to the target
aircraft/engine missions. A final report describing
the screening studies was prepared by each engine
manufacturer. Volume 1 of these reports describes
the studies performed by Pratt & Whitney. Ralph, J.
A. Unspecified Center...
Model Test of Pratt and Whitney Aircraft XR-4360-4
Engine
R-2800
January 1, 1945. Rev. Mar. 3, 1946
The Pratt & Whitney PT6A-34 Engine Service School
Notes
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Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Nuclear JT-11 Turbojet
Engine Performance with Advanced Nuclear System
The Great Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Company
Leaving no stone unturned, this book provides a detailed
account of the inner workings of the R-4360. Also covered is
the engineäó»s development history, variations, and its
military, commercial, and racing applications.
This book focuses on what was arguably the finest aircraft
piston engine ever produced-the Pratt & Whitney R-2800.
Airframe/engine Compatibility Plan. Pratt and Whitney
Engine. Commercial Supersonic Transport Program. Phase Iic Report
The Engines of Pratt & Whitney
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Tests of Pratt and Whitney Model Ytf33-p-1 Turbofan
Engine Characteristics During Bird Ingestion
Descriptive Notes
Accuracy for Seventy Years 1860-1930
The variation of engine performance with liquid metal radiator
diameter and flight altitude has been estimated for both the
1600F NaK and 1800F NaK radiators at Mach 0.6 and hot
day atmospheric conditions. The net thrust, air flow and
reactor power is presented in 3 figures for the Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft J-58 engine with the 1600F NaK radiator. The net
thrust, air flow and reactor power for the 1800F NaK radiator
are also presented in figures.
Illuminates some of the historically significant developments
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in WWII aircraft engines that directly contributed to the
execution and tactics of war, divided into sections on British
and American manufacturers including Rolls-Royce, Bristol,
Price and Whitney, and General Electric Turbosuperchargers
phase 2
Pratt and Whitney Engine Handbook
Dependable Engines
Development Status of the Pratt & Whitney RL60 Upper
Stage Engine
The Pratt & Whitney PT6A-41 Engine
The History of North American Small Gas Turbine Aircraft
Engines

The primary human activities that release carbon dioxide
(CO2) into the atmosphere
are the combustion of fossil
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fuels (coal, natural gas, and oil) to generate electricity, the
provision of energy for transportation, and as a
consequence of some industrial processes. Although
aviation CO2 emissions only make up approximately 2.0 to
2.5 percent of total global annual CO2 emissions, research
to reduce CO2 emissions is urgent because (1) such
reductions may be legislated even as commercial air travel
grows, (2) because it takes new technology a long time to
propagate into and through the aviation fleet, and (3)
because of the ongoing impact of global CO2 emissions.
Commercial Aircraft Propulsion and Energy Systems
Research develops a national research agenda for reducing
CO2 emissions from commercial aviation. This report
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focuses on propulsion and energy technologies for reducing
carbon emissions from large, commercial aircraftâ€"
single-aisle and twin-aisle aircraft that carry 100 or more
passengersâ€"because such aircraft account for more than
90 percent of global emissions from commercial aircraft.
Moreover, while smaller aircraft also emit CO2, they make
only a minor contribution to global emissions, and many
technologies that reduce CO2 emissions for large aircraft
also apply to smaller aircraft. As commercial aviation
continues to grow in terms of revenue-passenger miles and
cargo ton miles, CO2 emissions are expected to increase.
To reduce the contribution of aviation to climate change, it
is essential to improve the effectiveness of ongoing efforts
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to reduce emissions and initiate research into new
approaches.
This landmark joint publication between the National Air
and Space Museum and the American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics chronicles the evolution of
the small gas turbine engine through its comprehensive
study of a major aerospace industry. Drawing on in-depth
interviews with pioneers, current project engineers, and
company managers, engineering papers published by the
manufacturers, and the tremendous document and artifact
collections at the National Air and Space Museum, the
book captures and memorializes small engine development
from its earliest stage. Leyes and Fleming leap back nearly
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50 years for a first look at small gas turbine engine
development and the seven major corporations that dared
to produce, market, and distribute the products that
contributed to major improvements and uses of a wide
spectrum of aircraft. In non-technical language, the book
illustrates the broad-reaching influence of small
turbinesfrom commercial and executive aircraft to
helicopters and missiles deployed in recent military
engagements. Detailed corporate histories and
photographs paint a clear historical picture of turbine
development up to the present. See for yourself why The
History of North American Small Gas Turbine Aircraft
Engines is the most definitive reference book in its field.
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The publication of The History of North American Small
Gas Turbine Aircraft Engines represents an important
milestone for the National Air and Space Museum (NASM)
and the American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics (AIAA). For the first time, there is an
authoritative study of small gas turbine engines, arguably
one of the most significant spheres of aeronautical
technology in the second half o
The Pratt & Whitney PT6A-27 (T74) Engine
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Engine Model Designations and
Characteristics
phase 1
Reducing Global Carbon Emissions
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Advanced Control for Airbreathing Engines, Volume 1:
Pratt and Whitney
Airframe and Powerplant Mechanics Powerplant
Handbook
Aviation technology progressed at a blindingly fast pace during the
first half of the 20th century. Aircraft were asked to fly higher, fly
faster, carry heavier loads, take off and land on shorter runways, fly
greater distances, and consume less fuel with each new generation,
and with perfect dependability. Pratt & Whitney's R-1340, or Wasp
as it was known in the commercial marketplace, was a relatively
large engine, displacing 1,344 cubic inches. Somewhat akin to the
steam age, when triple-expansion engines the size of cathedrals
ruled the waves, the R-4360 at one time represented the largest and
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most sophisticated of its breed. Nothing else in the late-1940s
marketplace could boast what the R-4360 did·3,000 to 4,000
horsepower. By the end of the piston-engine era, Pratt & Whitney
had placed into mass production the largest and most powerful
engine ever built in mass quantities. In addition to owning a Pratt &
Whitney R-4360, Graham White is the author of several books
including R-2800: Pratt & Whitney's Dependable Masterpiece and
Allied Aircraft Piston Engines of World War II. White uses a large
collection of data on the R-4360 gathered from the National
Archives & Records Administration in College Park, Maryland.
Leaving no stone unturned, this book provides a detailed account of
the inner workings of the R-4360. Also covered is the engine's
development history, variations, and its military, commercial, and
racing applications.
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"Pratt & Whitney engines helped to win World War II by powering
much of the U.S. fighter fleet as well as many British planes. They
also powered 98 percent of all transport planes used by the military
during that war. Since then, they've powered such record-breaking
aircraft as the Boeing B-50, the first airplane to fly nonstop around
the globe, and the Air Force F-100 Super Sabre becoming the first
aircraft to break the speed of sound in horizontal flight. In July
1976, Pratt & Whitney J58 engines powered an SR-71 spy plane to
a world altitude record of 84,069 feet (25,624 kilometers) and a
second Blackbird to a world speed record of 2,193 miles per hour
(3,529 kilometers per hour). These dependable engines are also
responsible for powering the first generation of commercial jet
transports bringing the world to our front doors - the Boeing 707
and Douglas DC-8. Pratt & Whitney's JT8D, powering the Boeing
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727 and 737, as well as the Douglas DC-9, has totaled more than
half a billion hours of service with more than 350 operators since its
commercial service began. In fact, they've been used in most of the
world's civil, commercial and military aircraft. Over the years, Pratt
& Whitney has patented hundreds of innovations, from heatresistant coatings to aerodynamic blades - technologies that make
air travel more cost effective, comfortable and dependable. Today
Pratt and Whitney engines provide power for everything from land
based power stations, business jets and helicopters to large
commercial aircraft, fifth generation fighters, and manned &
unmanned space vehicles."The story of Pratt & Whitney" offers
broad insight into the history of aviation itself and the people who
built the industry."--Résumé de l'éditeur.
Pratt & Whitney's Dependable Masterpiece
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The Inside Story of Eight Special Projects, 1946-1971
Development Status of the Pratt & Whitney RL-50 Upper Stage
Engine
Advanced Engine Development at Pratt & Whitney
A Technical History
R-4360
Seven Pratt and Whitney Aircraft (PWA)
JT8D-7A turbofan engines were tested at
Kennedy International Airport, New York, to
evaluate exhaust emissions characteristics
and data variability after overhaul. The
measured data show that the engines tested
did not meet the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) emission standards. A comparison
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of the measured data, obtained from the seven
overhauled engines evaluated under this
program, with new engine data obtained from
PWA show that there is a great deal of
similarity between the two sets of data.
Differences shown in this report between new
engine and overhauled engine data are due to
the quantity of the engines sampled; the new
engine data represent a larger sample size.
Satisfactory data can be measured by using
the test procedures, instrumentation, and
equipment defined in this report. (Author).
Exhaust Emissions Characteristics and
Variability for Pratt and Whitney JT8D-7A Gas
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Turbine Engines Subjected to Major Overhaul
and Repair
Advanced Control for Airbreathing Engines,
Volume 1
Commercial Aircraft Propulsion and Energy
Systems Research
Pratt & Whitney Engine Handbook
The Air Force and the Great Engine War
The Story of Pratt & Whitney
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